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There is a well-established body of evidence indicating
that people seldom protect, and often despise, or even
kill, animals they fear (Knight 2008, Johansson et al. 2011,
2016, Frank et al. 2014). This makes bats exceptionally
vulnerable. Throughout history, they have been objects
of fear and hostility across many cultures, arguably due to
their nocturnal and elusive behavior (Kingston 2016). Also,
biased media coverage has framed bats as exceptionally
dangerous virus reservoirs, generating frightening headlines
worldwide, that are jeopardizing decades of conservation
progress (López-Baucells et al. 2017).
The rabies scare campaign of the 1970’s in America
illustrates the conservation implications of exaggerated
disease warnings in relation to bats. In 1971 researchers, at
a meeting of the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, concluded that bats were rapidly disappearing,
ecologically essential, and in immediate need of conservation
action (Henshaw 1972). Nevertheless, progress was delayed
by more than a decade due to a rash of exaggerated
warnings of rabid bats. Leading newspapers and magazines
published outrageous stories (e.g. Cox 1980, Okie 1979,
Remsburg & Remsburg 1977) that created fear (Brass 1994)
and generated substantial profits for pest control and
public health industries (Gallager 1977, U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency 1980, Strohm 1982, Anonymous 1984).
In May 1976, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control even
began distributing DDT to poison bats in buildings, greatly
increasing public health risks (Barclay et al. 1980, Kunz et al.
1977, Trimarchi 1978).
Bat killing became widespread and was not limited to
those living in buildings. Whole colonies of the endangered
gray myotis (Myotis grisescens) were burned in their caves
(Tuttle 1979) when health officials speculated erroneously,

and without any empirical evidence, that these bats were
the source of an outbreak of rabies in foxes (Fredrickson &
Thomas 1965).
By the time I founded Bat Conservation International in
1982, most Americans believed that bats were often rabid
and that they would attack humans and pets. Fear was
extreme. Even conservation organizations avoided bats as
hopeless. Progress was impossible until rabies risks were put
in perspective (Tuttle & Kern 1981). Once risks started to be
understood, many Americans began building bat houses and
supported conservation efforts (Tuttle 2015).
Unfortunately, in the 21st Century greatly exaggerated
media stories are once again becoming common, often at
the expense of easily misunderstood bats. It began with the
discovery of coronaviruses in bats that were hypothesized
to be ancestors of the one which caused SARS in humans (Li
et al. 2005), though a bat origin for SARS remains open to
question (Racey et al. 2018). Nevertheless, the hypothesis
generated sensational media headlines: New Scientist
reported (Arnold 2014), “Hordes of deadly diseases are
lurking in bats and sometimes jumping to people,” and went
on to ask, “Can we prevent a major pandemic?” It continued
with MERS. A Science News story (Kupferschmidt 2013) was
titled, “Bat out of Hell? Egyptian tomb bat may harbor MERS
virus.” The early search for a source centered solely on bats,
likely delaying discovery of camels as its true reservoir for
humans (Chantal et al. 2016). With all the heated publicity
demonizing bats, many research efforts veered toward
testing hypotheses linking bats to dangerous diseases.
As in the 1970’s, bats are again too often portrayed as
dangerous sources of diseases without a proper analysis
of the actual threat that they pose for human health. On
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Fig. 1 - Millions of tourists have viewed the spectacular emergences of 1.5 million Brazilian free-tailed bats from the Ann
W. Richards Congress Avenue Bridge in Austin, Texas, without harm.
August 29, 2014, scientists at a National Institutes of
Health press conference, announced that the 2014 Ebola
outbreak had been traced to probable transmission from
a fruit bat to a two-year-old toddler in Uganda (Lewis &
van der Kleut 2014), despite a lack of supporting evidence.
A few months later, a team of epidemiologists visited the
same site and speculated a free-tailed bat origin (Saéz et
al. 2015). Subsequent research found a bat origin to be
unlikely (Leendertz 2016). Nevertheless, despite countless
failed attempts to document Ebola transmission from bats
(Kupferschmidt 2017a) a bat origin has become widely
accepted as fact.
Colonial bats are tempting research subjects because
they are exceptionally easy to capture and sample quickly
in large numbers. Probably for this reason, the study upon
which the scariest, recent headlines was based (Anthony
et al. 2017) sampled nearly twice as many bats as rodents,
shrews and non-human primates combined and did not
even include carnivores or ungulates. Omitted groups also
support deadly viruses (Marcella 2009, Foufopoulos 2001).
However, they would take far longer to capture and sample.
Potentially even greater bias resulted from sampling less
than half the world’s bat families, the largest, widest spread,
and most colonial ones. Species from remaining families
were assumed to support equal viral diversity, although no
empirical evidence was provided. Finally, a large proportion
of viral fragments detected in bats came from feces,
potentially indicating that bats fed on infected arthropods
(Moratelli & Calisher 2015). Finding a wide variety of new
viruses in one of the most varied and widely distributed
groups of mammals is not surprising, especially given the

exceptional search effort (Enriquez & Gullans 2015). When
new viruses are discovered in bats, they are often reported
to be closely related to ones that are dangerous. This can
be misleading, as harmless viruses are sometimes closely
related to deadly ones (Miranda & Miranda 2011). Also, even
among recently emphasized coronaviruses, most appear
to be innocuous, so finding more in bats is not necessarily
indicative of risk (Moratelli & Calisher 2015).
In a rush to judgement, the historic rarity of viral spillover
from bats to humans has been largely overlooked (Fig. 1).
We have a long history of co-association. If bats were as
dangerous as postulated, why has it been impossible to
document major disease outbreaks among the millions of
African, Asian and Pacific Islanders who eat them? Why
have there been no significant disease outbreaks in cities
of Africa, Australia, and the United States where millions
of bats live in close association with people? How is it
that I and hundreds of other bat researchers remain in
good health despite lifetimes of close contact, sometimes
surrounded by millions of bats in caves? Like veterinarians,
we are vaccinated against rabies, because we are sometimes
bitten in self-defense by the animals we handle. However,
throughout most of our careers we have not been protected
against any of the other deadly diseases for which bats are
now speculated to serve as reservoirs.
The sensational coverage found in both scientific
publications and media is hindering bat conservation
worldwide. Recently misleading reports include: Science,
“Bats really do harbor more dangerous viruses than other
species” (Kupferschmidt 2017b); Nature, “Bats are global
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reservoir for deadly coronaviruses” (Maxmen 2017); Time
magazine, “Bats are the number one carriers of disease”
(Sifferlin 2017); The Wall Street Journal, “Where will the
next pandemic come from? Likely from bats” (McKay
2017). National Public Radio in the U.S., “Bats are arguably
among the most dangerous animals in the world” (Doucleff
2017). Such headlines can greatly magnify social risk
perception (López-Baucells et al. 2017), potentially leading
to persecution of bats, destruction of roosting sites and
extermination campaigns.
Historically, the world’s greatest zoonotic pandemics have
not come from bats. Currently, H7N9 bird influenza (Imai et
al. 2017, Subbarao 2017, Su et al. 2017), and drug-resistant
microbes (Spellberg et al. 2008, Lammie & Hughes 2016),
pose significant threats but are gaining far less research or
media attention. It is time to focus more on known threats,
and less on speculation about possibilities not yet verified.
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